Predictive Maintenance

High Voltage Circuit Breaker
Continous 24/7 monitoring of mechanical and electrical subcomponents
Power transmission grids of today have to handle fluctuating energy loads from renewable energy sources and
electrical vehicles, and increased international electricity
transport. An efficient, high performing and highly flexible transmission grid is key when meeting this challenge.
To ensure uptime, increase lifetime, improve safety and
minimize operational costs smart solutions have to be
implemented in all parts of the grid. High voltage circuit
breaker (HVCB) monitoring enables low-cost, automatic
monitoring 24/7 and is a powerful and essential tool

Springs

for implementing predictive maintenance strategies. The
HVCB monitoring solution from CEKO is a robust monitoring system that gives key information on current and
future condition of the circuit breakers.
Based on CEKOs ground-breaking, EMF immune optical
technology the system safely operates in close proximity
to high voltage assets.
Simple installation, reliable operation and valuable insights in one package.

Dampers
Make sure the close and open events of
individual phases are properly synchronized.

The CEKO SDAS data acquisition unit collects sensor
data and performs edge computing analysis before
uploading current status and trends to the server.

Synchronization

Push rod

One SDAS unit monitors multiple circuit breakers and
automatically detect events. The system can be installed
and made operational easily and without interferring
with existing installations at all.

Make sure the close and open events of
individual phases are properly synchronized.

Detect cracks, softening or loose connections before catastrophic failure

Monitor the spring system of the HVCB
and get an alarm in due time before
failure.

Anomalies
Continously monitor and detect anomalous behaviour for early warning.

24/7 monitoring
Always stay updated on asset condition
and performance. Track issues back in
time.

Increase uptime
Less maintenance
Prolong lifetime
Minimize blackout risk
Provide efficient operation

Quality data gives valuable insights
Why optical?

Optical MEMS sensors
are just like their electrical
counterparts made using
microfabrication technology.
What makes optical MEMS
sensors unique is that they
are 100% metal-free and
absolutely immune to interference from even very
strong electromagnetic
fields. This guarantees
high sensor data quality,
long life time and reliability in a high voltage environment.
This is key to making
predictive maintenance on
high voltage assets.

Get Data

Monitor key performance indicators in real-time. Circuit breaker
characteristics are continously monitored and updated giving predictive maintenance capability. High quality vibrational raw data
from each phase of the HVCB gives detailed knowledge through
advanced analysis algorithms.

Detailed analyses for smart assets

Get Insights

Get insights on the current and predicted condition of the spring
system, dampers, push rod and synchronization and answer questions on whether maintenance has to be scheduled, if the system
will continue to be in operational condition and where and when
assets typical fail.

Create Value

Implement predictive maintenance based on the alarms generated
by the monitoring system and lower maintenance costs, increase
uptime and safety, prolong lifetime and avoid blackouts and catastrophic failue.

Vibrational signatures are collect
from the circuit breaker every time
a close or open event occur using
optical MEMS accelerometers.

From the vibrational signal features such as synchronization of the
phases, spring charging and spring
dampers are extracted and monitored.

Turn-key Solution: Sensors, Data acquisition & Software
The all-optical, 100% metal-free
OA1 accelerometer is based on
advanced MEMS technology enabling EMF immune monitoring
for ultra high data quality.

The SDAS data acquisition unit collects sensor data through optical fiber,
analyses the data and uploads results
to the server. The IP65 rated enclosure
is easily installed and self-contained.

OA1 optical
MEMS accelerometer

SDAS data
acquisition unit

With CEKO provides server data is
received and stored for either direct
access or through visualization solutions. Software is container based
and runs on Kubernetes.

Containerized
server software

Flexible & distributed sensor network
Assets are monitored by a distributed network of optical
MEMS accelerometers located up to 10 km from the
SDAS data acquisition unit. Sensors are connect to the
SDAS using standard telecom optical fiber.
The SDAS collects data and utilizes edge computing
technology to analyse data and extract key asset information.
The processed asset information is automatically and
continously uploaded to the server (4G, WiFi, ethernet
or LoRa), where necessary alarms and notifications can
be configured.
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